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Letter 810
“Alive Day”
2019-08-06
Dear Yeshua,
Tuesday, 6 August 2019, 7:30AM.
It has been since the 8irst part of this year, in January, that I changed from “Graveyard Shift”,
being awake at night and sleeping during the day, to just the opposite, sleeping at night and
being awake during the day. But after I made the transition, I ended up with a “Zero DarkThirty” wake-up schedule.
This is because there is still a War going on, and The Commander of The Hosts has strategic
reasons to have me wakened daily before the sun rises. Typically this is at about 4:30AM. I
get up each morning without any alarm clock, and normally my wife (M) will sleep for a few
more hours. In the context of this early morning rising, a routine developed earlier this
year which continues to this day.
After getting my coffee and breakfast made, I go into the Family Room to eat and watch TV.
This is when I discovered a series of movies and TV shows on Apple TV that have to do with
the history of the Wars in Afghanistan and Iraq (Babylon). I also discovered some shows
which deal with various weapons of war, and how they compare with each other.
It was in the early days of my getting into this Breakfast and TV Show routine that I realized
our Dad was speaking to me about His Military Plans against SOG ((fallen) Sons of God) and
HR (Hell’s Resources), using what I was seeing on the TV shows to better inform me of
some of His overall strategy. I have also had a multi-part vision concerning this Present
Warfare, which I will document in the next Letter.
One of the most recent shows I saw is a documentary called Alive Day Memories: Home
From Iraq, produced in 2007 by actor James Gandol8ini.
In this movie, I learned about the phrase “Alive Day”, which is a term that describes the Day
in which a soldier almost dies, but returns to life. Many United States Veterans of the
Afghanistan and Iraq Wars have returned home from an Alive Day event, usually by being
injured to the point of death in an explosion from an Improvised Explosive Device (IED).
Today the Lord Holy Spirit reminded me that both my wife (M) and I also have Alive Day
events of our own. My Alive Day is the day in which Satan put forth his hand to kill me*, if
he could. That day was Saturday, 15 July 1995, at about 11AM. Later on (M) would would
have to endure her own Alive Day. That was the day in which a severe infection was found
present all throughout her female reproductive organs, requiring a massive hysterectomy**.
At the time, (M)’s doctor said that in the “old days” (of medicine), she would have just died.
This happened on the Labor Day Weekend of 1997.
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That weekend we had joined (M)’s folks at a friend’ s house to make plans to attend a
Shakespearean event in Ashland, Oregon the following weekend, but instead we had to go
to the Emergency Room to save (M)’s life.
(M) and I still bear the physical and spiritual scars of these assaults, along with pain and
disability. But the Lord helps us and heals us on a daily basis. And Satan gets to pay dearly
for his miscalculation.
*Satan actually made previous attempts on my own life, but they left no lasting damage.
See Letter 02b Volume 1).
**This was also Satan’s way of murdering our children, and destroying any further bedroom
relationship (M) and I might have had together. This is one reason the Lord has surrounded
us with an abundance of Angelic Spirit-People Comfort-Givers. To help compensate for our
loss of family.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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